MANCA 2015
THE KIWI- GERMAN- VANCOUVER CREW HAVE FUN SAILING MANCA
A happy, spirited, novice crew all arrived as scheduled from Vancouver and Germany ready willing
and eager to learn as much as possible about sailing the thoroughbred race ship Manca. So keen they
were to do well they had all practiced, at home, some basic knots; bowline, clove hitch and figure of
eight on a cleat! Armed with these essential skills and plenty of beer, whites and reds they were
happy to set out for points west of Malaga. I promised to coach as much as possible during the
voyage. A cheerful, willing attitude made them all fast learners.
The nineteen day adventure took us to Fuengirola, Bajadilla (beside Marbella), Estepona,
Sotogrande, Gibraltar, Ceuta, Smir (Morocco) and return to Estepona, Fuengirola and Benalmadena.
Some land excursions included: Ronda, Rock of Gibraltar, Tangier, Tetouan and the wonderful blue
city of Chefchouan high up in the Riff Mountains. There were two incredible sails some of my best in
many years and another very challenging encounter with fog. Another highlight was the wonderful
Spanish and Moroccan food along the coast.
But I will scoop myself and start with a highlight first.

WILD SEALIFE DRAMA CAUGHT ON MY Nikon 18- 250mm TELEPHOTO LENS. NOT QUITE NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC “RAW” BUT CLOSE.
The next few grey photos were almost deleted until I zoomed in to the grainy shots taken on a very
foggy, low light morning. First I spotted way off in the distance some disturbance. Then some distant
porpoises going totally berserk leapt into the frame. One was doing cartwheels and back flips
throwing style and form to the wind. Another graceful, perfect dives As I tried to track the
commotion on the sea I clicked away and then revealed, for all to see, the sad demise of the
unfortunate flying fish.

Figure 1This playful dolphin seemed to
be just having fun showing off its
leaping skills.

Figure 2 At tremendous speed this
dolphin leapt into the air, traveled
some distance and then rolled over to
do a back flip which I caught just at the
end of the acrobatics.

Figure 3 Now comes the aerial attack! It
was not until I zoomed in on these
photos that I could see the drama
unfolding. The Western Mediterranean
Shearwaters are circling around a
doomed flying fish. One of the birds will
be the lucky winner.

Figure 4 Here the flying fish makes one
last desperate attempt to escape. But
alas...

Figure 5 This lucky shearwater gets the prize and the flying
fish is out of the water and into the Shearwater’s pan. The
dolphin is too late to enjoy the trophy. End of story.

MEET THE CREW
When we changed crew in Gibraltar the whole team was able to meet before Conci and John had to
fly back to …“work”… a word I have almost forgotten since retiring early many years ago! Here is the
fantastic, happy crew.

Figure 6 Pictured from left to right: Bud,
Conci, Joan, John, Victoria and Skye.

THE SAILING ADVENTURE.
The good ship Manca sailed us safely from Benalmadena on a loop around the Alboran Sea.
The first day was a shake down to learn a few basics skills and to practice a safe organized docking
using the somewhat complicated “Med Mooring Method”. So we just made a short leg with a few
practice tacks and jibes to Fuengirola. Fortunately we had just a light south easterly breeze and a flat
sea; ideal conditions for the novice crew. With fourteen fenders in place and a lot of detailed
instructions we completed our first docking without a problem. The maiden voyage a success!

Figure 7 Conci raise the guest flag for Germany… the right way up!

Figure 8 Bud practices some helming
while Joan keeps a sharp lookout on
portside.

Figure 9 Here John practices some
tongue exercises while Conci shows us
that great smile.

After a successful shake down and introduction to sailing we docked in Fuengirola. Next is a great
lunch at a chiringuito. These are beachside cafes with a charcoal barbeque for grilling fish. The most
popular dish with the locals is grilled, “a la plancha”, fresh sardines. After lunch the crew was off to
the beach for sun and swimming. Next day they rented a car and drove to the wonderful old town of
Rondo high in the mountains behind the coast.
Figure 10 En route to Bajadilla we were entertained
by the water bomber practicing filling up and
dumping right close to Manca.

Figure 11 By just skimming the water
the bomber is able to fill up in a few
seconds. I wondered how they manage
the fill in rough seas.

Figure 12 Happy they just missed us!

Figure 13 These fishermen nearly ended
up in the scoop. That would be a fishing
tale to tell!

Figure 14 Conci enjoys a quiet moment
at Sotogrande.

Figure 15 Conci and John at the helm. Joan Photo.

Figure 16 Hanging out in Sotogrande.
Beside Manca a tattered Ukrainian flag
on the far right.

Figure 17 From Sotogrande you get a
clear view of Gibraltar. The beach to
the right is a great location for kite
surfers and Hobie Cats when the
westerly winds rip over the south end
of the Iberian Peninsula.

Figure 18 The Sotogrande control tower
and a very large “stink potter”. The
westerly wind is stretching out the
Spanish flag.

Figure 19 Joan, John and Conci all great
galley helpers. We enjoyed some great
meals on board.

Figure 20 While watching out for these
fishermen on the approach to Gibraltar
it is often very difficult to see if they
have nets and if they did, where to
steer to miss them as they used such
tiny little floats.

Figure 21 Fish boat setting a net close to
Sunset Beach Gibraltar. The airport
runway is just to the right. The Spanish
and Gibraltanese are at constant
loggerheads as to who can fish where. I
don’t see a flag on this boat.

Figure 22 Bud Joan John and” The Rock”
behind.

Figure 23 The east side of The Rock of
Gibraltar. The brown tinged slope used
to be a water catchment system. Now
Gibraltar burns fuel to desalinate
water.

ARRIVAL IN GIBRALTAR
Figure 24 Gibraltar with your skipper in
the back row.

Figure 25 Macaque family. Joan photo

Figure 26 John shares some family
secrets on top on The Rock! Joan photo.

Figure 27 Farewell to John and Conci.
Skye and Victoria will take their crew
duties for the next week.

Figure 28 A great fun team!

Figure 29 Easterly Moonrise over “The
Rock” at sundown.

It was interesting to stay at Ocean Village/ Marina Bay Marina. Here you moor right beside the
runway which separates the British held Gibraltar from the Spanish town La Linea on the Spanish
mainland. At the other end of our dock is a large cruise ship permanently docked. It operates a hotel,
restaurants and a casino. It also provides a great wind break for the yachts. From the marina you can
walk to the border and a small beach in about ten minutes. Casemates Square and the bus terminal
are about five minutes walk.
Figure 30 The last flight out just before
sundown. Monarch taxis down the
runway at the end of the dock.

Figure 31 Monarch ready for take-off at
sunset.

Figure 32 The floating hotel at the end
of our dock.

Figure 33 The new team ready for the
sail to Ceuta across the infamous
Gibraltar Strait about 17 miles off.

Figure 34 Shortly after leaving The Rock
we are all on Dolphin watch.

Figure 35 The dolphins move so fast it is
very hard to photograph. Skye enjoys
the fun.

FOG MOVES IN AND A RUSSIAN SURPRISE
About one hour from Ceuta the Levante (east wind) brings a dense fog across our path to Hercules
Marina. We slowed down, put on navigation lights, monitored the radar, posted watches bow, port
and starboard and crept along listening hard for any motors. About a mile from the harbour entrance
I spotted a fast moving ferry on the radar. We diverted to starboard. It passed to port with a long
“toot” acknowledging our presence and change of direction. With the aid of two GPS- Raymarine ,
Navionics and the radar we closed on the gap in the breakwater and then suddenly the sun came out
as we went through then entrance headed, in clear visibility, straight for Marina Hercules.
There to welcome us in plain, stark black; a Russian submarine. She made news a few days later
when the western press caught up with the story. One big part the press missed was the fact that
this is the third Russian warship we have seen in Ceuta welcomed with bunting and a dozen or more
Russian flags to decorate the dock. One can only assume Putin has found a way to bribe the Spanish
for the needed water and fuel privileges.

Figure 36 After a very difficult crossing
caught in the fog for nearly an hour we
arrive in Ceuta to be welcomed by a
Russian submarine.

Figure 37 Vicky with Russian submarine
behind in Ceuta, Spain.

Figure 38 Bud arriving in Ceuta Russian
submarine behind. Vicky photo.

Figure 39 Great salad on board Manca.

Figure 40 Joan and Terry dinner time! Vicky photo.

Figure 41 Skye on dolphin watch.
Dolphin on port bow.

Figure 42 Victoria learning the
Raymarine chart plotter and autopilot;
Joan always smiling.

Figure 43 Bud and Victoria on starboard
watch.

THE CREW TOOK ADVANTAGE OF THE BAD WEATHER IN CEUTA TO MAKE A LAND CRUISETO
TANGIER.
We were fogged into Ceuta making it not safe to leave with such poor visibility. So after playing in
Ceuta for 2 day the crew jumped across the “frontera” into Morocco and then took a taxi up and
over the foggy mountain to Tangier.
On the last evening we have a “surprise” waiting at the wonderful Oasis Restaurant on the cape
overlooking the city and on a clear day, a view to New York. The lamb Tajine with fruit is one of the
best in The Med.
CEUTA EASY RELAXING DAYS
Another Ceuta treat is to visit the tapas bars in the Mercado for lunch. The fish tapas are so fresh as
the market is so close.
Figure 44 Conchitas finas served hot.
You slurrp the lot down. Delicious! Joan
Photo.

Figure 45 The tapas bars are a great way to
meet the locals as they happily share their
table! Joan Photo

The fish market has a surprising array. This one might be called rape. Anyway, observe the little feet
and five tiny toes on each!

Figure 46 Not a pretty fish but it does
have pretty little feet! Joan Photo.

Figure 47 Club Maritimo has a beautiful pool and many cafes.

Figure 48 Ceuta cat family. Joan Photo!

DAY TRIP TO TANGIER
Figure 49 Two cool Canadians: Vicky
and Skye. Vicky photo.

Figure 50 Berbers grow and sell their
food right from their farms. It is always
fresh. Great photo - a male
photographer would have trouble
getting this great shot. Face would be
hidden right away. Joan Photo.

Figure 51 Tangier market. Fresh fruit and vegetables from
Berber farms. Vicky Photo

Figure 52 Berber street market. Joan
Photo.

Figure 53 Berber hats and market. Joan
Photo.

Figure 54 Bud in the ancient Medina of
Tetuan. Joan photo

Figure 55 Joan and Bud in cafe on top of
Tangier Kasbah walls. Atlantic Ocean
behind. Joan Photo.

Figure 56 So here sat Liz Taylor. If she
were there today Bud would be sitting
on her lap! I hear the deserts are great!
Joan Photo.

Figure 57 Mom with kittens! Cats are
revered and close to God in the Muslim
world. Dogs are closer to Hell
apparently. Joan Photo.

Figure 58 TANGIER CATS. JOAN PHOTO.

THE FOG LIFTS AND WE MAKE OUR ESCAPE TO MOROCCO AND MARINA SMIR
Marina Smir is a lovely location and just 10 miles south of Ceuta. We arrived early so we could have
lunch in Tetouan and later a stroll in the ancient Medina.

FIRST STOP IS TETOUAN AN ANCIENT MEDINA ABOUT 11TH CENTURY
Lunch at the well preserved riad “El Reducto” is a treat. It is hard to find it hiding up a narrow alley,
but once inside, it is a wonderful refuge from the outside bustle of the medina. The cuisine is a
wonderful blend of French and Moroccan. The traditional Moroccan architecture is wonderful to see.
Figure 59 A busy medina alley. The crew
pictured with a sleeping merchant on
the left. The medina dates back to 11th
Century.

Figure 60 Election fever was in the air.
The tradition seems to be to string
small posters over all the alleys.
Different parties were claiming
different alleys.

Figure 61 Lunch at El Reducto an authentic blend of
French and Moroccan cuisine in the restored riad. Vicky
photo.

Figure 62 Tajine. Joan photo.

Figure 63 This is a very ancient tannery
dating back many centuries. Bud, on
the other hand, only dates back one! He
enjoyed the gritty smells and ambience.
The different tubs have different dyes.

Figure 64 Tanner cleaning hides.

Figure 65 The tanned hides just need
the sun and the wind to dry them.

Figure 66 Finished leather goods right beside the tannery.

Figure 67 Behind Victoria and Skye good
quality handmade crafts.

Figure 68 Some of the political parties
use graphic symbols. This party had
quite a few women running.

Figure 69 A decorated doors to a mosque. The green paint is
traditional.

Figure 70 The maze of ancient alleys and tunnels defy the GPS and
maps. Our unofficial guide was born here.

Figure 71 The Pidgeon Partie posters hang high above the street.

Figure 72 Big healthy mama cat the size
of a small dog.

Figure 73 Colorful Tetouan street in the heart of the medina.

Figure 74 Bud had a great time debating the
effectiveness of the various uses of the herbal
remedies with the local expert on ancient remedies.

NEXT DAY WE STRIKE A DEAL WITH A PRIVATE TAXI DRIVER AND THE CREW ARE OFF TO MAGICAL
CHEFCHAUEN HIGH IN THE RIFF MOUNTAINS
Figure 75 Chefchauen sign. The local
woman, in this one walking by, adds
action and interest. Joan Photo.

Figure 76 Inside the Kasbah of
Chefchauen walls. Vicky photo.

Figure 77 One of the many blue alleys of Chefchauen. Vicky Photo.

Figure 78 A great photo with so many
local colorful clothes. Joan Photo!

Figure 79 Cat in fish heaven! Joan
Photo!

AFTER A FUN DAY IN CHEFCHAUEN RETURN TO MARINA SMIR FOR A SWIM
Figure 80 Strange events on the beach at
Marina Smir. Joan photo!

This man “walked” on the water for nearly an hour.
Figure 81 If you had your swim you can
always take a acamel ride! Joan photo!

Figure 82 Back at Marina Smir the camel
driver is hoping for a customer at the waiting
dock.

ONE OF THE GREATEST SAILS ON MANCA CROSSING THE STRAIT OF GIBRALTAR IN STYLE AND SPEED
We had to scurry back from Morocco to get Sky and Victoria to their flight from Malaga. As we
approached Punta Almia Light the wind started to pick up. So we were buckled up with our jackets
and harnesses ready for the wind to fill. And it did to a solid 25k. Manca was in a great mood she
picked up her skirts and next we know she is speeding steadily along at 9-10k with just a small 50%
genoa. The waves on the beam were just big enough to make it exciting but not sloppy enough to get
us wet. The sun is shining; the wind is warm. The added thrill came from negotiating a safe passage
around a steady attack from fast moving freighters. We went so fast that we could easily make
Estepona in the day cutting out an extra day into Sotogrande and their “mucho grande” prices!
Bonus!

Figure 83 Skye and Victoria enjoying the
strong breeze and the speed of Manca.

Figure 84 Joan happy to be safe in the
harness and strapped on; enjoying the
wind!

Figure 85 Ceuta rapidly disappearing
over the stern. Weight on the high side
makes Manca even faster. An exciting
ride!

Figure 86 Joan and Vicky keeping Manca well
behaved in strong winds. Vicky photo.

Figure 87 Vicky enjoying Manca's
tender wheel with Terry smiling.
Vicky photo.

Figure 88 Bud keeping watch! Vicky photo.

Figure 89 Whooo here we go! Wind 24K speed 9.5K from the west at
90 degrees true.

Figure 90 Sunshine, wind, sea and sail.
What more do you need? No need for a
hair dryer today!

Figure 91 Joan and all crew were very
diligent keeping watch. Checking the
"angle on the bow" became very
important at speed. Using this method
you can observe if you are on a collision
course or diverging.

Figure 92 We were all happy to see
Stella Ada pass behind!

Figure 93 What a great crew making the
most of an exhilarating day on the sea.

Figure 94 Manca’s excellent genoa is built by Supreme Sails in
Slovenia. The 41 panels produce a great powerful shape.

Figure 95 Time off watch gives Bud time for a crew break and a short
siesta.

Figure 96 Victoria quickly taught Skye
the basics of the Raymarine.

Figure 97 Rescue boat with a broken
fish boat in tow. Good to see the
professional Salvamento Maratimo. A
hot carbon fiber custom yacht is
behind.

ARRIVING IN ESTEPONA WE ENJOYED THE BEACH AND A FAVOURITE FISH CAFÉ .
La Escolera, located right on the fishing dock, is a very popular cafe with the local Spanish. Most
tourists would walk on by because the outside looks quite skuzzy beside the fish sheds. But once
inside you are treated to wonderful service and an amazing array of fish tapas or the larger plate:
“racion”. On a busy night it sounds like a riot as fish, beer and wine fly across the bar at remarkable
speed. The noises of the ordering, the loud Spanish chatter, and clink of glasses make for a unique
experience!
ARRIVAL IN FUENGIROLA AND A FUN NIGHT AT TIPI TAPAS AFTER ANOTHER GREAT SAIL FROM
ESTEPONA
Next morning the wind was supposed to be about 5K at daybreak but building to the low 20s from
the west in the early afternoon making arrival anywhere along the coast difficult. Plan A was to cast
off at the crack of dawn but we dithered around and did not get away until after 8.15am We had
over 30nm to make before the strong winds arrived. This did not look possible when we set out.
However, once out of the harbor, it was already blowing 15-17K. I checked the SOG and we were
surprisingly making over 7.4K SOG. With the added boost of 2.K current we could now make
Fuengirola before the strong gusty winds arrived. After dodging numerous fish traps we jibed at the
Punta de Calaburras Light to head for the Fuengirola breakwater. We averaged over 7.4K and were
docked by 1243 safe and snug with our stern to the wind.
A quick lunch on board and the crew are off to the beach.

In the evening we enjoyed a wonderful authentic flamenco show of singing, dancing and guitar in a
low key, intimate, setting with great food at Tipi Tapas; just five minutes by taxi from the yacht.

Figure 98 A great night of food, flamenco music and dancing at
Tipi Tapas Fuengirola. Vicky photo.

A CHANCE TO VISIT RONDO WHERE A FESTIVAL WAS IS IN PROGRESS
Figure 99 Part of the Rondo September festival.
Vicky photo.

Figure 100 Vicky and Joan in Rondo. Joan Photo.

Figure 101 I think this young fellow
wanted to join the festivities. Joan
Photo

Figure 102 What a great festive spirit in Rondo! Joan Photo.

Figure 103 Joan and Vicky at the Rondo bull
ring! Vicky Photo.

Figure 104 Part of the spectacular views of Rondo. Vicky photo.

In the wee pre-dawn hours Bud and Joan drive Skye and Victoria to the airport. Later we made a
slow start for the last leg to Benalmadena. Again the route was strewn with fish traps. After 19 days
of practice the three of us had no problem squeezing Manca into a very tight mooring.
Well done team Manca

SAYING GOOD BYE WAS THE ONLY HARD PART OF THIS GREAT VOYAGE!
Figure 105 Joan leaving Manca at Benalmadena. Bud and Joan are the
smartest packers I have sailed with each carrying only two small bags
of about 12 kg total. Despite the tiny luggage, Joan always dressed
very beautifully! I wish there were more sailors like that!

Figure 106 Leaving Manca for Granada and a Spanish land
cruise beyond!

BEAUTIFUL BENALMADENA GREEN PARAKEETS TEN METRES FROM MANCA’S DOCK
Beautiful green parakeets dropped by in the palm trees beside Manca to help with the send off!

Figure 107 Green parakeets drop by to say goodbye.

Figure 108 Parakeet enjoys palm seed for breakfast at Benalmadena
Marina.

FINALLY A TRIBUTE TO MONTY PYTHON…

Figure 109 “That parrot has got no head!” “Yes it does!” “No it
doesn’t.” “Does so!” “ Does Not!”

Figure 110 Does so! Bye for now hurry back soon!

Good sailing,
Terry S/Y Manca
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